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The Academic Commons

The Academic Commons is designed to provide coordinated research, information, technology, and learning assistance for Oberlin students, and to facilitate academic community on campus.

Key features of the Commons include:

- A central service desk for reference and technology assistance
- Six group study rooms designed for multiple academic purposes, including the Writing Center, peer counseling, tutoring, and ad hoc groups
- A variety of collaborative seating for small group work and laptop use
- Thirty public-use workstations for library research and other computing functions
- An electronic classroom for library and other learning support instruction; the classroom becomes an open computer lab when not used for instruction
- A multimedia presentation area with equipment for creating multimedia projects of various kinds
- Redesigned space for circulation, interlibrary loan, and reserve functions; consolidated video collection; reserve collection on moveable compact shelving
- A current reading area that features displays of popular periodicals and newspapers, new library books, new faculty books, and a leisure reading collection
- Comfortable lounge furniture in various locations
- Enhanced wireless connectivity

Azariah’s Café, located in the southeast corner of the main level adjacent to the current reading area, has a seating capacity of sixty, including booths, café tables, and lounge chairs.

Architects: DesignGroup, Columbus, Ohio
Project cost: $1.5 million
Academic Commons Floor Plan
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